Year 7 RE Assessment Criteria
I know and understand…
 Why RE is important in understanding the world around me
 A wide range of key teachings, beliefs and practices from the religions studied
How and why these beliefs may impact on the lives on believers and how they view and
interact the world
 Why some people are inspired to follow a particular religious or philosophical path
I can..





Construct a clear and balanced written argument which includes supporting detail
Research and present topics in a wide range of interesting ways
Express and reflect on my own values and beliefs
Communicate confidently in class discussions using a range of RE vocabulary accurately

I know and understand…
 A wide range of reasons for studying RE
 A range of key teachings and beliefs from the religions studied
 That faith may play a part in people’s identity and how they view the world
 That some people are inspired to follow a particular religious or philosophical path
I can..





Construct a clear written argument which includes some supporting detail
Research topics in different ways
Reflect on my own values and beliefs
Communicate clearly in class discussions and use a variety of RE vocabulary with
increasing confidence
I know and understand…
 Different reasons for studying RE
 Key teachings from the religions studied
 That faith may play a part in people’s identity
I can…





Construct a simple written argument
Conduct basic research on a given topic
Consider my own values and beliefs
Communicate clearly in class discussions and use appropriate RE vocabulary e.g. belief,
miracle, parable
I know and understand…
 Some reasons for studying RE
 Some of the key teachings from the religions studied
I can….
 With help, construct a simple written argument
 Find out basic information on a given topic
 Give my own point of view on topics
 With encouragement, join in with class discussions and understand some key RE
vocabulary e.g. belief, miracle
I know and understand…
 A reason for studying RE
 Basic information about some of the religions I have studied
I can…
 With significant help, write basic information on the religions I have studied
 Give my own point of view on a topic
 Recognise some key RE vocabulary e.g Christian, belief, Sikhism

